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I. INTRODUCTION
It has become clear that the edge conditions are important in influencing the characteristics of magnetically confined fusion research plasmas. Interaction of the edge plasma with the material edge structures determines the purity and hence stability of the plasmas 1 ' 2 .
The edge conditions can also influence the global parameters such as energy confinement time and beta poloidal directly, for example, in determining the difference between the Land the H-modes 3 . A feedback mechanism by which confined plasma tends to self-regulate its edge conditions has been investigated 4 ' 5 , and recently the inter-relationship between the edge and the global parameters has been studied for the JET''. Significant ion drift due to scrape-off flow may play an important role in impurity transport and fluctuation levels and in the design of divertor and limiters in fusion devices'". Many measurements have also shown large asymmetries in the ion saturation current drawn to probe faces parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field 10 ' 11 . These appear to be caused primarily by the presence of plasma flow along the field. This plasma flow makes the interpretation of the probe measurements difficult because of the absence of a fully verified probe theory. It is the purpose of the present work to explore the physics of both the edge plasma processes themselves and the measurement of the plasma by probes.
Harbour and Proudfoot measured the plasma flow velocity by using a two sided directional probe("Mach" probe) in the DITE tokamak 5 . They used an empirical formula to interpret their data, since the fluid model without viscosity 12 , 1 3 seemed to overestimate the flow velocity for their measurements. Matthews et al. investigated the presheath in the wake of large object in the DITE tokamak in order to deduce the cross-field diffusivity .
They observed data consistent with cross-field diffusivity similar to the Bohm diffusivity with assumption of equal radial and poloidal cross-field diffusion coefficients. LaBombard et al. measured the flow velocity and the density along the presheath in the PISCES facility 1 5 . Their data suggested that shear viscosity effects did not strongly dominate in the presheath plasma flow and the data was perhaps fit better by a fluid model without viscosity than with viscosity.
The presheaths produced in the last two experiments are not "free" (i.e., extending a distance along the magnetic field determined by cross-field transport), but bounded by the structures such as the limiter or cathode. In other words, the perturbing object is large enough that its free perturbation length would be longer than the geometric distance between the object and the other structure(limiter or cathode). The objective of this work is to generate a free presheath due to the perturbing object. Then the same theory can be applied consistently to the free presheath of the perturbing object and to the presheath of the magnetized probe used to diagnose the object's presheath. Thus the self-consistency of theory and experiment can be explored.
We have performed plasma flow measurements in the free presheath using two types of directional electric Mach probes, in the PISCES facility at UCLA 1 ". Presheaths have been investigated by inserting a small object at the center of the plasma column. A fast scanning versatile probe combination has been developed, which operates simultaneously as a "magnetized" Mach probe with probe radius(a) greater than the ion gyroradius(p), an "unmagnetized" Mach probe(a < pi), and an emissive probe. Ion current densities at the upstream and downstream sides, space potential, and floating potential are measured in two dimensions. Variations in plasma flow velocity, density, and potential along the presheath have been deduced from these measurements. The effect on the presheath characteristics either of an electrical bias applied to the object or of an external magnetic field has been investigated.
A variety of competing one dimensional fluid theories 12 , In section II, the experimental set up and diagnostics are outlined. Section III deals with the experimental data and their analyses. Part A of section III introduces the models which we have applied to the interpretation of the measurement. In part B, we interpret the measured data based upon prevailing theories. Part C shows the determination of characteristic parameters such as cross-field diffusivity and ion collection length. Part D deals with the effect on the current density ratio due to variations of magnetic field intensity and electrical bias of the perturbing object. Section IV summarizes the results.
II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP and DIAGNOSTICS
Plasma is produced by a reflex discharge between a hot LaB cathode and a watercooled annular copper anode at one end of the chamber 22 . Steady-state plasmas with densities 10"l to 1013 cM- 3 and B = 400-1400G were used. A free presheath is formed by inserting a small perturbing object at the center of this cylindrical column. Fig. 1 shows the schematic setup for ion flow measurement. The alignment of the perturbing object and the fast scanning probe is made through two viewing ports.
Plasma diagnostics and generation of the presheath are shown in Fig. 2 . A stationary, water-cooled Langmuir probe was inserted into the plasma stream and was typically used to deduce the electron density and temperature from a complete current-voltage characteristic at a fixed position. An Optical Multichannel Analyzer(OMA) was used to measure the ion temperature during these experiments using Doppler broadening. A He 11 line at 4686
A was observed in second order to provide sufficient resolution for the rather low ion temperature(~ 0.8 eV).
A pneumatic cylinder was used to drive a versatile probe tip across the plasma column, typically 10 cm in diameter, and back(15 cm stroke) within 400 msec(see Fig. 3 ). This enabled a vertical profile to be taken in one stroke and at the same time limited the total energy deposited on the probe to safe levels during the high density plasmas that can be achieved in PISCES(power fluxes > 400W/cm 2 ). A differentially-pumped sliding seal allowed the probe to be positioned for a fast vertical scan at various axial distances from the object surface. By vertically scanning the plasma column through its centerline at uniformly spaced axial locations, a complete map of plasma parameters in the near presheath of the object was assembled. The system could access any point in a 10x10x10 cm volume.
A unique probe tip that functions simultaneously as two types of Mach probe and as an emissive probe was constructed for these experiments. The probe tip simply consisted of a 6.3 mm diameter 6-hole extruded alumina rod with a specially sculptured end(see Fig.4 ). The Mach probe is a directional probe which measures separately the currents collected parallel and antiparallel to the magnetic field. Two 1 mm diameter molybdenum wires of 3.7 mm of exposed length were used to collect particles on opposing sides of an alumina separator. Since the whole probe tip(6.3 mm diameter) perturbs the plasma, two separated molybdenum wires behaved like a "magnetized" Mach probe(typical ion gyroradius of helium plasma in PISCES is -1.3 mm for B = 1400 G). Two tungsten plasma column, i.e., around x = 0cm, z = 0cm. The magnetic field is parallel to the z coordinate.
Floating potential of the emissive probe is shown in Fig. 6 , for the case of strong electron emission(hot filament) and no electron emission (cold filament). For the purposes of analysis here, the floating potential of the emissive probe during strong electron emission is designated as the "plasma space potential". Tests show that the actual plasma potential may differ from this value by an amount equal to ~ 1.5T,, due to a double sheath which forms in front of the probe 2 ", 2 . However, since we are concerned in this work with the variation of the plasma potential along the z-direction where T, ~ constant, we need not consider this correction to the raw data. 
A) Presheath Models
One dimensional theoretical presheath models consist of some kind of self-consistent solution to either the continuity and momentum equations( fluid models) or the Boltzmann equation(kinetic models) together with Poisson's equation. The cross-field transport is modelled via sources in the presheath. The main differences between theories are attributable to different assumptions about these sources 8 .
For the magnetized probe, we have extended our previous kinetic theory 20 by introducing a generalized source term as
where a is the equivalent ratio of viscosity to diffusivity 18 .
The idea here is that there is a certain amount of particle exchange, represented by the first term that we have been working with up to now, plus a certain 'amount of particle inflow, represented by the second term. The inflow is presumably caused by the fact that the density is different inside the collection tube, so it is proportional to the density difference. The distribution of the inflowing particles is that of the external plasma.
Obviously, a = 0 corresponds to pure inflow (no viscosity) and a = 1 to pure exchange.
The rate of particle and momentum exchange between the outside and the inside of the flux tube is taken to be equal, representing random migration of ions in either direction.
The rate is related via
to D_ the anomalous cross-field diffusion coefficient and a the radius of the probe. We have also used two fluid models, one is equivalent to no viscosity (a = 0) case and the other is the a = 1 case. The results are quite similar to the corresponding kinetic models.
For the unmagnetized probe, we adopt the Hudis and Lidsky's fluid model 25 which is based upon the free fall model of ions for collisionless streaming plasma with low ion temperature(T < T.).
Sheath currents are measured at each side of the probe in Mach probes. The ratio of the measured upstream(j.,,) and downstream(ji...), ion sheath current densities is obtained as
We have found 20 that the Mach probe calibration for the upstream to downstream current ratio, R, as a function of normalized velocity V = v/(T,/mi) 1 / 2 can be written for the various theories quite accurately as
where the constant K depends on the assumptions of the model(e.g. a). Hence the unperturbed flow velocity along the presheath, generated by the perturbing object, can be obtained as
where If we deduce the flow velocity V according to the various models, we can calculate the unperturbed ion density as
where f(V) is a ratio of the mean ion current density to the unperturbed ion density at z, which is dependent on the model, but only rather weakly. Usually f : 0.5(T,/M,)1/2.
B) Interpretation of Data
To compare our values with the flow velocity and density along the presheath, we would like to have independent measurements of the relevant parameters from diagnostics such as laser-induced fluorescence. Unfortunately, we do not have this data so instead we interpret the probe data using the different models and compare them with each other.
Two types of presheath are formed; one is due to the perturbing object and the other is due to the probe(see Fig.8 ). The raw data of Figs. 5-7 will be analyzed.
Since we are interested in the variation of plasma parameters along the presheath(i.e., along the magnetic field line), we will concentrate on the measurements along the axis of the perturbing object. The upstream-and downstream-side probe areas are calibrated relative to each other(see Appendix). to give the most plausible interpretation of the data.
In Fig. 10 , the density along the presheath is shown. The deduced density variation along the presheath is almost independent of the interpretation model. The density measured by the unmagnetized Mach probe also agrees very well with the magnetized probe data, confirming the mutual consistency of the models for density measurement.
From these analyses, we have observed that the flow velocity interpretation strongly depends on model, while the density interpretation depends weakly on model.
C) Characteristic Parameters -Self-Consistent Analysis
We have developed a self-consistent analysis for the magnetized probe based upon a generalized kinetic model because we have not been convinced that the model for the unmagnetized probe is reliable as an independent measurement. Since there are two free presheaths formed: due to the object, and due to the probe, we look for a model which succeeds in explaining both presheaths simultaneously. Fig. 11(A) shows the measured sheath current density ratios along the presheath region of the perturbing object. with D 1 taken as the Bohm value(DBAOn = kT/16eB), where ad is the radius of the object. However, the total variation of Led over the different conditions is only 23%, so that exact scaling is not established by these data.
Our kinetic theory, applied to the object's presheath, predicts a certain variation of drift velocity and density with distance. Taking W = D±/a 2 and adopting the Bohm diffusion value sets the parallel length scale. Simultaneously applying the theory to the probe's presheath provides us with the calibration factor K(of Eq. 4) and hence we obtain a theoretical value of R as well as N, versus z/Led. The theoretical lines for D_ = DB.Am are shown in Fig. 11 (upper scale). The fit is poor. However, it is reasonable to regard the diffusion coefficient, D 1 , as a free parameter in this fitting process. By altering its assumed value( still scaling oc DR.,M), we alter Led and hence scale the longitudinal coordinate.
The theoretical lines for Dj = 4DBohm are also shown in Fig. 11( bottom scale) . This choice provides approximately the best theoretical fit to the data. Of the two curves, the a = 1 curve seems to fit somewhat better than a = 0, especially closer to the object, although the fit is clearly not fully satisfactory.
In Fig. 12(A) , space potential variation(normalized by r7 = -ek/T,) is shown together with the theoretical prediction for D± = 4 DBhAm. Fig. 12(B) shows the space potential deduced from the measured densities of Fig. 11 (B) assuming a Boltzmann relation. It seems to fit with the model quite well. The variation of the space potential along the presheath measured by the emissive probe seems to be inconsistent with that of the deduced potential from densities, indicating either a deviation from Boltzmann electrons or some problem with the potential interpretation. Choosing the cross-field diffusion coefficient to be 4 times larger than Bohm based on our fitting, we obtain the characteristic parameters as the following: D 1 = 1.4 -1.9 x 10 5 cm 2 sec 1 , Led = 3.5 -6.3cm, and L4, = 0.7 -0.9cm, where Led and L, are the ion collection length due to the perturbing object and the probe, respectively. If the probe is very close to the object(z < L,), the presheath due to the probe is no longer free, rather it is bounded, since the perturbation due to the probe is intercepted by the object. Since all models apply only for a Mach probe with unbounded presheaths, one should be cautious when comparing the data at z < L, with theory.
D) Magnetic Field and Electrical Bias Effects
We have explored the variation of the presheath of a fixed object with magnetic field over a much wider range: 400G < B < 1400G. Fig. 13 shows the variation in the object's presheath current ratio with the magnetic field. We focus only on the unmagnetized probe data because it always remained in the unmagnetized(a < pi) regime, while the magnetized probe became unmagnetized at low B. Fig. 13(A) shows the variation versus unnormalized longitudinal position. If we normalize distance by Lcd based upon the assumption D. = 4DBAm, we get Fig. 13(B) . This does not fully compress the data onto a single curve, indicating that diffusion is not scaling proportional to DB,Im(i.e., oc T./B). If, instead, we take a collection length based on D. oc D' ,, with p an adjustable parameter, we get a reasonable universal fit for p = 0.5, as shown in Fig. 13(C) . Since this is simply a scaling procedure, we cannot obtain the absolute coefficient of cross-field diffusivity. This scaling(i.e. p = 0.5) does not substantially affect our previous results in Fig. 11 , because of the very small range in B, and hence Lcd, for which they were obtained. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS
Plasma flow velocity and density along the presheath have been deduced from.the measured sheath current density and plasma potential by using the versatile fast-stanning probe.
The experimental data is best fit self-consistently with cross-field diffusivity about 4 times larger than Bohm. The fit suggests that shear viscosity plays an important role in interpreting the data along the presheath of the magnetized plasma, and it seems to be of
When changing the applied magnetic field, we observed that the cross-field diffusivity is does not scale like Bohm's formula, rather it is approximately proportional to (D ohm)1/2, the strongest dependence being magnetic field.
Little effect on the flow velocity is observed from a negative bias applied to the perturbing object. For a positively biased object, the presheath does not form. Even though the sheath current density ratio is observed to be similar to that of the no-bias or the negative-bias case, this does not indicate a flow velocity, but a decrease of ion collection on the downstream-facing probe.
It might be worthwhile to pursue further the following as future work:
A convincing calibration of the magnetized Mach probe requires an independent flow velocity measurement. Laser-induced fluorescence might offer an appropriate measurement.
There is a strong need to develop also a more reliable theory for the unmagnetized probe in a flowing plasma. If that were available, we could calibrate the present data of the magnetized Mach probe by the unmagnetized.
More reliable potential measurement technique should be developed to obtain the space potential accurately because it plays an important role in the presheath measurement. The use of a differential emissive probe may be appropriate.
Further study on positive bias effects are needed.
APPENDIX : Calibration of Probe Area
The PISCES facility is used for both materials and physics experiments. There are lots of impurities in the plasma such as carbon, copper, and tungsten. There are also strong interactions between the plasma and probe material. We, therefore, expect surface modification of probe during the measurement (normally one scan along the magnetic field takes about 2 to 3 hours). Even if we could measure the 'exact' probe area(in fact it is not possible to do this due to typical probe geometries), this does not guarantee the 'effective' collection area. Hence we need to calibrate the probe area for each scan by performing measurements with the probe head facing in opposite directions, normal and reversed.
For normal orientation at the middle of the scanning distance, define I, and Id as the measured ion current for the upstream and the downstream cases, respectively. And let I' and Id be those obtained when the entire probe is reversed.
We want to obtain actual current densities, by dividing by the effective probe areas:
where sub-and super-scripts n, r, u, and d mean 'normal orientation','reverse orientation','upstream', and 'downstream' , respectively. a, is the probe area which is away from the perturbing object in normal orientation, so it collects the ions on the upstream side. And a 2 is toward the object, so it collects the downstream ions.
Since the flow velocity should be same at the same position, whether the probes are reversed or not, the current density ratios should be the same, i.e.,
JR J'
Then a2 (I./Id )1/2 a, and
For the absolute value of area a, we use the geometrical measurement. The average values of a2/a, were found to be ~ 1.2 ± 0.3 and 0.9 ± 0.1 for the magnetized probe and the ,nmagnetized probe, respectively. The presheath(shaded region) is generated by inserting a perturbing object, small compared to plasma size, into the middle of plasma column. The fast-scanning versatile probe is for the measurement of ion current, density, and potential. The OMA is used for ion temperature. Stationary Langmuir probe is for density and electron temperature. Two presheaths are formed, one is due to the perturbing object, the other is due to versatile probe tip. The unperturbed parameters along the presheath due to object are to be deduced from the measured sheath current densities of each direction(upstrean and downstream). [ free-fall model 15 . Conditions are the same as in Fig. 5 . Solid line is from a kinetic model with a = 1.0 and dotted line is with a = 0.0. 
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